Production Staff

Light Board Operator    Amber Westbrook
Assistant Stage Manager   Samantha Ballenger, Sarah Gunter
Wardrobe         Tyra Moody
Fly Operator        Christine Cook
Scenic Studio Assistants   Cayci Andrews, Caitlyn Baldwin*,
Jacci Deininger*, Hayden Henderson, David Hutto*,
Ben Pierce*, Clare Provost, Nancy VanderBrink*
Scenic Construction/Lighting Crew    Catherine Baker, Cecily Bigham,
Norman Burt, Rachel Middleton, Kayla Piscatelli*,
Bailey Robinson, Nathan Rouse, Catherine Spain,
Tyler Wells
Costume Studio Assistants   Cecily Bigham, Amy Evans*,
Cassie Prodon, Emma Wilson
Costume Construction Crew    Jamie Bellah, Kim Browdy,
Melissa Frierson, Eric Gaston, Darryl LaPlante*,
Barbie McCann
Box Office Manager        Shannon Plowden*
Box Office Staff          Caitlyn Baldwin*, Cecily Bigham,
Amy Evans*, Clare Provost, Chris Singleton*
House Manager            Russell Luke
House Management Staff    Devair Jeffries, Sandra Redzikowski
Public Relations Staff    Megan Friend, Melissa Frierson
Poster Design            Bara Wetherell

Additional patrons since the playbill was published

Little Chapel Club:    Wanda P. Briggs
Cornerstone Club:  Sue O'Neal
Friends:            Grace Matthews, Helen Lewis, Lucy McDow,
                    Hugh A. Barnett Jr.

WINTHROP DANCE THEATRE
IN CONCERT
November 11-15, 2009

Artistic Director        Mary Beth Young
Lighting/Scenic Design    Anna Sartin
Sound Engineer/Technical Direction  Biff Edge
Stage Manager            Clare Provost

Life Is...

Choreography   Bethany Tuffy
Music          "Nocturne/Bohemian Rhapsody" by Lucia Micarelli
Costumes       Janet Gray
Dancers        Kristen Bell, April Blem, Allison Boozer,
                Karla Compton, Everett Johnson, Brittany Rose,
                Allison West, Megan Hoeflner (US)

A Day in the Life of...

Choreography   Caroline Calouche
Music          Pink Martini and The Chemical Brothers
Dancers        Erin Bailie, Danielle Brodie, Karla Compton,
                Morgan Crowder, Ethan Goodman, Jessica Roszell
**Snack Pack**

**Choreography**  Stacy Garret McConnell  
**Music**  Songs by Michael Buble  
**Dancers**  Morgan Crowder, Jamie Drye, Everett Johnson, Jay Kistler

**Tripartite Suite**

**Choreography**  Stephanie Milling  
**Music**  *Suite for Solo Cello No. 1 in G major*  
"Prelude", "Sarabande", and "Courante"  
by Bach. Soloist: Yo-Yo Ma  
**Costumes**  Janet Gray  
**Dancers**  Erin Bailie, Allison Boozer, Karla Compton, Ethan Goodman, Michelle McMurray, Victoria Painter, Chay Raines, Jessica Roszell, Julie Thompson

**15 Minute Intermission**

**Shroud**

**Choreography**  Meg Griffin  
**Music**  "Open", "Lazarus Raised", and  
"The Feeling Begins" - Passion Music  
from *The Last Temptation* by  
Peter Gabriel  
**Costumes**  Janet Gray  
**Dancers**  Krysten Funderbuck, Megan Hoeffner, Brittany Rose, Stephanie Shannon, Ashton Waldron, Allison West, Sammy Whitman

**Magnificat**

**Choreography**  Salvatore Aiello  
**Restaging**  Mia Cunningham  
**Music**  "Et Exultaviit" from *Magnificat in D Major* by Johan Sebastian Bach  
**Costumes**  Janet Gray  
**Dancers**  April Blem, Ashton Duncan, Emily Herring, Megan Hoeffner

**Percolating Sculptures**

**Choreography**  Mary Beth Young  
**Music**  Vivaldi  
**Costumes**  Janet Gray  
**Dancers**  Victoria Eakins, Megan Friend, Emily Herring, Jay Kistler, Kalene McDonnell, Lauren Mullis, Amanda Stafford, Janet Stewart, Frankie Wanger

**Apogee**

**Choreography**  Amy Marshal  
**Rehearsal Director**  Stacy Garret McConnell  
**Rehearsal Assistant**  Kristen Bell  
**Music**  Wojciech Kilar  
**Costumes**  Janet Gray  
**Dancers**  Karla Compton, Meagan Hoeffner, Everett Johnson, Michelle McMurray, Jessica Roszell, Stephanie Shannon, Kirsten Stalling, Janet Stewart, Ashton Waldron